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Mamo decodes hierarchical temporal gradients into terminal neuronal fate
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Figure 1. Mamo expression coincides with the generation of α'/β' neurons in the Mushroom Body (MB) neuronal lineages. (A) Temporal gradients specify postembryonic neurons of the MB lineages into three sequential neuronal classes (Lee et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2015). Newborn neurons are

Figure 1 continued on next page
colored to illustrate expression levels of Imp (red), Syp (blue), and Chinmo (gray stars). ALH = after larval hatching, APF = after pupal formation. (B–D) MB lineages (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for GFP, Chinmo (Rat-anti-Chinmo), and Mamo at different developmental times. A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Newborn neurons (NN) are identified by the very dim GFP expression near the NB as described by Zhu et al. (2006) and outlined in white. Young/maturing neurons are immediately adjacent to the NNs with a slightly higher GFP intensity and outlined in yellow. Chinmo levels in NNs decline over time. Mamo staining is visible at 84 hr ALH in young/maturing neurons (C). At 24 hr APF, Mamo expression is strong in older neurons (gray dashed outline), but absent from young/maturing neurons (D). Scale bar = 20 μm. Images are representative of n > 18. The quantification of Chinmo and Mamo staining is in Figure 1—figure supplement 1.
Figure 1—figure supplement 1. Mamo expression coincides with the generation of α′/β′ neurons in the Mushroom Body (MB) neuronal lineages. (A) The intensity of Chinmo (gray line) and Mamo (Green line) antibody staining in MB neurons at different developmental times. The Chinmo levels were
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measured in the newborn neurons and Mamo levels were measured in the young/maturing neurons (mean ± SEM, n = 6 brains). AU, arbitrary fluorescent intensity units. (B–C) Mushroom body lineages (201y > GFP) immunostained for GFP (green), and Mamo (gray/magenta) at 84 hr ALH (B) and 0 hr APF (C). A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Mamo (white arrows) staining is visible at 84 hr ALH (B). However, Mamo staining with GFP-positive neurons is evident (MB γ neuron types, red arrow) at 0 hr APF (C). Note that white arrow indicates Mamo staining is not in the GFP-positive neurons. Scale bar = 20 μm. Images are representative of n > 6.
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Figure 2. Weak Chinmo initiates Mamo protein expression. MB lineages (OK107 > GFP) with different genetic manipulations immunostained for GFP and Mamo. A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Newborn neurons (NN) are outlined in white. Young/maturing neurons are outlined in yellow. Images are representative of n > 18. Scale bar = 20 μm. The diagram below shows approximate levels of Imp (red), Syp (blue), and Chinmo (stars) expressed in the young/maturing neurons when they were NNs ~12 hr prior (as reported by Liu et al., 2015), or Figure 3—figure supplement 1. (A-F) At 84 hr ALH, Mamo staining is visible only in the young/maturing neurons in control brains (A) and brains expressing chinmo-RNAi (D). (C) chinmo−/−; OK107 > GFP is a chinmo null MARCM clone induced at newly hatched larvae (NHL). Note that OK107 drives GFP only within the clone. MB neurons outside of the chinmo−/− clone (eyeless+, data not shown) express Mamo (yellow arrow). (F) At 60 hr ALH, Mamo staining is only visible after OK107 > chinmo RNAi. (G) Mean number (± SEM) of Mamo positive neurons per brain hemisphere in control (gray) and chinmo-RNAi (black) expressing MBs (***p<0.005, n = 4–5). The quantification of Mamo staining is in Figure 2—figure supplement 1.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. The intensity quantification of Mamo staining in different manipulations of MB neurons. (A–B) The intensity of Mamo (Green line) staining in MB neurons at 84 hr ALH (A) and 60 hr ALH (B). The Mamo levels were measured in the young/maturing neurons (mean ± SEM, n = 5–6 brains). AU, arbitrary fluorescent intensity units.
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**Figure 3.** Mamo protein expression requires Syp RNA binding protein. MB lineages (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for GFP and Mamo. A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Newborn neurons (NN) are outlined in white and young/maturing neurons are outlined in yellow. Arrows indicate regions with Mamo protein expression. Images are representative of n > 18. Scale bar = 20 μm. The diagram below shows the relative protein levels of Imp (red), Syp (blue), and Chinmo (stars) expressed in the young/maturing neurons when they were newborn 12 hr prior (based on Figure 3—figure supplement 1 and Liu et al., 2015). (A-D) Mamo expression in young/maturing neurons occurs in genotypes with low Chinmo levels (A and C) with the exception of Syp-RNAi plus chinmo-RNAi (D). Note that green dashed circle is labeling other MB neurons. Chinmo immunostaining and quantifications from earlier stages can be found in Figure 3—figure supplement 1. Mamo levels are shown in Figure 3—figure supplement 2.
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**Imp/ Syp/ Chinmo level in NNs at 72 hALH**
Figure 3—figure supplement 1. Syp gradient alter Chinmo protein expression. (A–F) Larval MB lineages (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for Chinmo (gray/magenta, Rabbit-anti-Chinmo) and GFP (green). A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Newborn neurons are outlined in white.

Figure 3—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
The diagram on the bottom shows the relative protein levels of Imp (red), Syp (blue) and Chinmo (stars) expressed in the young/maturing neurons when they were newborn 12 hr prior. Images are representative of n > 18 Scale bar = 20 μm. (G) The intensity of Chinmo immunostaining (gray line) in different genetic manipulations of MB neurons at different developmental times. The Chinmo levels were measured in the newborn (mean ± SEM, n = 6 brains). AU, arbitrary fluorescent intensity units.
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Figure 3—figure supplement 2. Mamo is absent with premature low Chinmo levels before 60 hr ALH. Mushroom body lineages (OK107 >GFP) immunostained for GFP (green) and Mamo (gray/magenta). A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Newborn neurons (NN) are outlined in white. Yellow outlines indicate young/maturing neuron region immediately adjacent to the NNs. Images are representative of n > 18. Scale bar = 20 μm. (A-B) At 48 hr ALH, Mamo staining is absent from control (A) and OK107 >chinmo RNAi (B). (C) The intensity of Mamo (Green line) staining in different genetic manipulations of MB neurons at 84 hr ALH. The Mamo levels were measured in the young/maturing neurons (mean ± SEM, n = 5–6 brains). AU, arbitrary fluorescent intensity units.
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**Figure 4.** Syp promotes sustained mamo transcription. (A) Graphic illustrating the use of intron and exon probes for single molecule florescent in situ hybridization (smFISH). Nascent transcripts are labeled by both intron and exon probes, while mature transcripts are only labeled by exon probes. (B) Nascent / Mature transcripts
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Figure 4 continued

Diagram illustrating interpretation of smFISH data. Active transcription is seen as a single, double-labeled focus per cell. Mature transcripts (magenta only) are diffuse and cytoplasmic. (C–M) smFISH with probes targeting mamo intronic (cyan) or exonic (magenta) sequences. Images are of developing larval brains with different genetic manipulations of the MB. Maximum Intensity Z-projections (2.3–3.8 μm) near the MB NB are shown. MB cells are determined by OK107 >GFP (green dashed outline) and the newborn neuron (NN) region is outlined in white and the young/maturing neuron (YMN) region is outlined in yellow. Blue open arrows highlight examples of mamo active transcription, green arrows highlight examples of mature mamo transcripts. Images are representative of n > 6. Scale bar = 5 μm. Control brains (OK107 >GFP) show active transcription in NNs at 72 hr (D) and in NNs and young/maturing neurons at 84 hr (E). Mature transcripts are visible in young/maturing neurons at 84 hr ALH (E). OK107 >chimmo-RNAi results in a shift in the timing of mamo transcription. Active transcription is visible at 48 hr in both NNs and young/maturing neurons (F) and is abundant at 72 hr and 84 hr ALH (G and H). Note that MBs expressing chimmo-RNAi together with Syp-RNAi have active transcription in NNs at all time points, but lack mature transcripts and active transcription in young neurons (I–K). Depleting mamo (OK107 >mamo-RNAi) causes loss of mature transcripts and active transcription in young neurons (L–M). The quantification of mamo mature transcripts is in Figure 4—figure supplement 1.
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The intensity quantification of mamo mature transcripts in different manipulations of MB neurons. The intensity of mamo (different color lines) mature transcripts in MB neurons at 48 hr, 72 hr, 84 hr ALH. The Mamo levels were measured in the young/maturing neurons (mean ± SEM, n = 4–6 brains). AU, arbitrary fluorescent intensity units.
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**Figure 5.** Mamo is necessary and sufficient for the α'/β' fate. (A) Schematic of MB lobe morphology and table of corresponding marker expression. (B–H) Adult MB lobes (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for GFP, Fas-II and Trio. Images are Z-stack projections of the axon region and are representative of n > 18. Lobes are identified based on both 3D structure and marker expression. α'/β' lobes are outlined with orange dashed lines. Scale bar = 50 μm. Insert shows Trio staining alone. (A') MB cell body markers that distinguish three MB neuron types. (B'–H') Adult MB cell bodies (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for Abrupt, Trio and GFP. GFP channel is not shown, but is represented by a green outline. Colored arrows highlight MB neuron types red=γ (TrioPM/Abrupt+), orange=α'/β' (TrioPM,Cyto/Abrupt), blue=α/β (Trio/Abrupt). Images are representative of n > 6. A single focal plane is shown. Scale bar = 20 μm. Note wide Fas-II++ α/β lobes and a morphologically indistinct Fas-II weak/negative lobe (magenta arrows) with mamo-RNAi (C). mamo-RNAi and chinmo-RNAi + mamo-RNAi both lack most cell body marker staining (C' and E'). γ lobes and cell body markers are reduced in chinmo-RNAi alone (D and D'). Mamo overexpression (mamo-GOF) results in an expanded α'/β' lobe (F) and increased numbers of TrioPM,Cyto/Abrupt cell bodies (F'). Note the Fas-II++, Trio axons in the A/P (α), but not medial/lateral (β) portion of the axon lobe (blue arrow) which is surrounded by Figure 5 continued on next page
FasII

weak, Trio

+, morphologically indistinct axons (magenta arrow) in mamo-GOF (F). The cell body region is overwhelmingly Trio

+ (F'). Syp-RNAi MB (G and G') shows only γ neurons (note the A/P axon bundle characteristic of un-remodeled γ neurons). Syp-RNAi plus mamo-GOF produced expanded α'/β' lobes (H) and mostly Trio

PM, Cyto/Abrupt cell bodies, with some Trio

PM/Abrupt+ cells (H'). Note proliferating NBs (*) and adjoining unspecified young/maturing neurons produced with mamo-GOF (G' and H'). The analysis of Mamo variants is in Figure 5—figure supplement 1. The analysis of hierarchical model is in Figure 5—figure supplement 2. The quantification of neuron populations is in Figure 5—figure supplement 3.
Figure 5—figure supplement 1. The Mamo variant containing 4ZF is the prospective isoform acting in α'/β' temporal fate determination. (A) mamo mRNA isoforms. Gray boxes show UTRs. Cyan labels BTB (POZ) domain at N-terminus. Different colors at C-terminus label zinc finger motifs. (B) Detailed motif descriptions of I, II, and III in (A). The Mamo antibody (Ab) target site (black arrow) is in N-terminus of the common region. There are nine ZF motifs labeled with different colors. (C–H) Adult MBs were immunostained for GFP (green) and Fas-II (magenta). Images are Z-stack projections (standard deviation) of the axon region and are representative of n > 6. Lobes are identified based on both 3D structure as well as marker expression. Scale bar = 50 μm. (D–F) Overexpression of different mamo variants with OK107. mamo-4ZF-GOF results in altered MB lobe morphology with reduced Fas-II staining (E) compared to control (C). mamo-5ZF-GOF expands Fas-II staining to a majority of axons. (G–H) mamo variant with 4ZF rescues
mamo-RNAi induces expanded Fas-II staining (G). mamo-RNAi together with mamo-4ZF-GOF results in a reduced Fas-II positive lobe, similar to mamo-4ZF-GOF alone (E).
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Figure 5—figure supplement 2. Mamo acts as a downstream factor of Imp/Syp/Chinmo gradients. (A–B) Larval MBs (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for Imp (magenta), Syp (Cyan) and GFP (yellow). NB are indicated with arrows. (C–D) Larval MBs (OK107 > GFP) immunostained for Chinmo (green, Rat-
anti-Chinmo) and GFP (yellow). Newborn neurons are outlined in white. A single focal plane near the MB NB is shown. Images are representative of n > 6. Scale bar = 20 μm. (E–G) The intensity of Imp, Syp and Chinmo immunostaining in different genetic manipulations of MB neurons at 84 hr ALH. The Imp and Syp levels were measured in the NB and the Chinmo levels were measured in the newborn (mean ± SEM, n = 5–7 brains). AU, arbitrary fluorescent intensity units.
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Figure 5—figure supplement 3. The quantification of MB neuron types. Different populations of MB neurons were counted and showed in percentage based on marker expression (Trio/Abrupt) in control, chinmo-RNAi and Mamo-GOF. Colored lines highlight MB neuron types, red=γ, orange=α/β' and blue=α/β neurons (mean ± SEM, n = 3 brains).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.48056.021
Figure 6. Mamo maintains $\alpha'/'\beta$ MB neuron markers. (A) Scheme for temperature shift assay. Temperature-sensitive GAL80 was inactivated for 21 days after adult eclosion. E = embryo, L = larva, p=pupa, A = adult (A') MB cell body marker expression of the three MB neuron types. (B–D) Adult MB cell...
Figure 6 continued

bodies (OK107 > GFP+tub-GAL80ts) immunostained for GFP, Abrupt, and Trio. Colored arrows identify MB neuron types based on marker expression: red=γ (Trio⁺M/Abrupt⁻), orange=α'/β' (Trio⁺M,Cyto⁺/Abrupt⁻), blue=α/β (Trio⁻/Abrupt⁺). Images are representative of n > 6. A single focal plane is shown. Scale bar = 20 μm. Notice loss of cytoplasmic Trio staining after depleting expressing mamo-RNAi (C and C', green arrows = Trio⁺M,Abrupt⁻ neurons). Overexpressing Mamo (mamo-GOF) after adult eclosion results in increased numbers of Trio⁺M,Cyto⁺/Abrupt⁻ neurons (green filled area indicates MB calyx) (D and D'). (E) Percent of MB neurons expressing both cytoplasmic and plasma membrane Trio in orange (Trio⁺M,Cyto⁺/Abrupt⁻) and percent of neurons expressing only plasma membrane Trio (Trio⁺M/Abrupt⁻) in green (mean ± SEM, n = 3 brains). Time course of Mamo depletion with adult induced RNAi is shown in Figure 6—figure supplement 1.
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Figure 6—figure supplement 1. Temperature shift assay for effectively repressing Mamo. (A and B) Scheme for temperature shift assay. Heat shock inactivated the temperature-sensitive GAL80 for 7 days after adult eclosion (A) and for 21 days after adult eclosion (B). (C–E) Adult MB cell bodies (OK107 > GFP+tub-GAL80ts) immunostained for GFP (green) and Mamo (magenta) and Trio (cyan). Colored arrows identify MB neuron types red=γ (Trio+PM/Mamo+low), orange=α'/β' (Trio+PM,Cyto/Mamo+high), blue=α/β (Trio-/Mamo+) based on marker expression. Images are representative of n > 6.

Figure 6—figure supplement 1 continued on next page
Figure 6—figure supplement 1 continued

A single focal plane is shown. Scale bar = 20 μm. Depleting mamo (mamo-RNAi) for 7 days after adult eclosion does not eliminate Trio^{PM,Cy3} staining (E'). Most Mamo staining is still visible (E). Depleting mamo (mamo-RNAi) for 21 days after adult eclosion shows effectively diminish Mamo expression and shows qualitative reduction of Trio^{PM,Cy3} staining (D' and Figure 6C and C').
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Figure 6—figure supplement 2. Mamo stimulates α'/β' specific gene expression. (A) Scheme for temperature shift assay. Heat shock inactivated the temperature-sensitive GAL80 for 7 days at 2 days after pupal formation. (B–C) Adult MB cell bodies (OK107 > GFP+tub-GAL80ts) immunostained for Figure 6—figure supplement 2 continued on next page
Figure 6—figure supplement 2 continued

GFP (green) and Abrupt (magenta) and Trio (cyan). Colored arrows identify MB neuron types red=γ (Trio<sup>PM</sup>/Mamo<sup>low</sup>), orange=α'/β' (Trio<sup>PM</sup>,Cyto<sup>PM</sup>/Mamo<sup>high</sup>), blue=α/β (Trio/Mamo) based on marker expression. Images are representative of n > 6. A single focal plane is shown. Scale bar = 20 μm. Transgene induction at pupal development was more effective at increasing Trio<sup>PM</sup>,Cyto<sup>PM</sup>/Abrupt<sup>+</sup> cells (C and C').
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**Figure 7.** Weak Chinmo drives Mamo expression in AL lineages. Immunostaining for GFP (yellow), Mamo (magenta) and Chinmo (green) in AL lineages expressing chinmo-RNAi, Syp-RNAi, or dual chinmo/Syp-RNAi. Images are Z-stack projections (standard deviation) of the cell body region and are representative of n > 10. Two AL lineages are outlined with yellow dashed lines based on GR44F03 lineage restricted actin >GFP expression. GR44F03 lineage restricted actin-LexA also drives RNAi transgenes. Scale bar = 10 μm. The diagrams below summarize the protein levels of Mamo and Chinmo. (A-C) 72 hr ALH larval brains. Control brains have no visible Mamo staining within the AL lineages (A). Mamo staining is visible after reducing Chinmo levels with chinmo-RNAi (B). chinmo-RNAi+Syp-RNAi results in reduced Chinmo, but no Mamo expression (C). (D-G) 84 hr ALH. Control brains have Mamo positive cells in AL lineages (D). Syp-RNAi produces expanded Chinmo and loss of Mamo expression (E). chinmo-RNAi reduces Chinmo and increases the number of Mamo positive cells (F). chinmo-RNAi + Syp-RNAi results in weak Chinmo expression and loss of Mamo staining (G).
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Figure 8. Schematic of α'/β' neuronal fate determination. (A) Diagram of the three temporal windows of MB development. Images are color coded to illustrate the expression level of Imp (red) and Syp (blue). Chinmo (gray stars) and Mamo (green stars) levels are also indicated. (B) Hierarchical regulation of α'/β' neuronal fate determination. (1) Balance of Imp and Syp affects chinmo translation in the newborn neuron, producing low Chinmo levels (Liu et al., 2015). (2) Low Chinmo levels initiate mamo transcription in the newborn neuron. (3) Syp promotes mamo mRNA maturation/stabilization during neuron maturation. (4) Mamo positively autoregulates its own expression. (5) Mamo promotes α'/β' specific gene expression in the mature neuron.
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